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This aerial photograph is of a Roman villa, not a model but a full-scale reconstruction. Is it in 

Italy somewhere, the Bay of Naples perhaps? No, the sea in the background is the Pacific 

Ocean, and the place is Malibu, California. Like so many other places, Malibu is part of the 

vast conurbation known roughly as Los Angeles; but it is on the north-western verge, the 

coast of Hollywood (the coast inhabited by Wonko the Sane, for those who recognise the 

allusion). 

 

The Getty Villa 

 

Here the oil magnate J. Paul Getty owned a citrus ranch, and here he decided to build a 

museum to house his art treasures, a private museum which would be open to the public 

entirely free of charge. He knew he did not want "modern" architecture, but was at a loss 

for a style until he discovered about the "Villa dei Papyri". This was a very large country 

mansion (about 250 by 140 metres) right by the shore at the edge of Herculaneum, and it 

was buried deep under volcanic "mud" on that famous day in 79 A.D. It was excavated, 

mainly by way of dangerous tunnels through the lava, in the 1750's. 

 

A fine collection of sculptures was found (now in the Naples Museum), and so was a library 

of some 2000 papyrus rolls, all carbonised into black, brittle lumps hence the "Villa dei 

Papyri". So far as they can be deciphered, these turn out to be mainly books of Epicurean 

philosophy; and it is quite likely this was once the "villa" of Lucius Calpurnius Piso, father-in-

law of Julius Caesar, patron of the Greek philosopher Philodemus, and target of Cicero's 

highly impolite In Pisonem. Fortunately a clever Swiss engineer called Karl Weber managed 

to draw plans of the mansion and its architecture, even though he had to work in narrow, 

dark tunnels, before poisonous volcanic gas drove the excavators out in 1765 for 222 years. 

 

The building of the Getty Museum began in 1970 and it was opened in January 1974 – quick 

work. Of course a great deal of speculation had to go into the architecture, and there are 

inevitably many "inauthentic" features, like modern lavatories and a cafe. Most strikingly, 

there is a huge indoor car park under the great Peristyle Garden! None the less, not only the 

atrium, colonnades etc, but even the wall paintings, ceilings and fitments are carefully and 

convincingly "Roman". Just as the Romans copied Greece but "even better", so with the 

United States and Europe. When first unveiled the architecture and design were criticised 

and ridiculed as eccentric and antiquarian; but the tune is changing. Some 300,000 people a 



year are finding Piso's villa a very pleasant setting for the great art collections. It is spacious, 

airy and light with cool colonnades, water and greenery; it is not oppressive or tiring, like so 

many museums. (Warning: the Museum is difficult to visit except by car, and you have to 

book parking space by phone in advance.) 

 

For the moment the Museum houses all the collections (paintings, furniture etc), but before 

long the rest will be moved to a new site, and the Malibu Villa dei Papyri will be devoted 

entirely to the world of Greece and Rome. The antiquities collection is already large, and 

much has to be kept in storage; but it must also be by far the fastest growing collection in 

the world. Every year new pots, statues and jewellery are acquired. (A recently acquired 

Athenian vase, showing the Harpies stealing food from Phineus, is shown on the front 

cover). The study of Classics cannot be called dead as long as beautiful works of art like 

these are being seen for the first time since they were buried two thousand years and more 

ago. 

 

News from Herculaneum 

 

Meanwhile the original Villa dei Papyri at Herculaneum, now in the suburbs of Naples, is not 

dead and buried either. Ever since it was first explored people have wondered how much 

more was not found then. Among other things, where is the rest of the library, besides the 

Epicurean philosophy? This was a cultured mansion, and it must have had a big library. 

Technological advances in recent years have meant that the tunnelling would be less 

dangerous, and that any papyrus (or other carbonised organic matter) could be more 

effectively treated. 

 

The campaign has grown in momentum, spearheaded by Professor Marcello Gigante of the 

University of Naples. At last a government grant of £½ million (not a lot by Getty standards') 

has led to a reopening of the excavations after 222 years. It is only in the last few years that 

the exact site of the 18th century excavations has been re-established. In February 1987 the 

descent was made into the re-opened main shaft leading to the Villa dei Papyri. So far the 

main task has been to unblock the old tunnels and to establish bearings. What they will lead 

to? 

 

Progress is bound to be careful and slow. We live in an age of scientific " total" archaeology, 

not of hasty treasure hunting. Yet who knows what might be found? New rooms of the Villa 

with their furniture and everyday objects carbonised but undisturbed since the volcano? 

Wall paintings? Papyri? Sappho might be there, or, in Latin, Ennius, just two great poets 

among several whose works have been all but lost for the last 1500 years. 

 



Omnibus hopes that Professor Gigante himself will keep us in touch with the latest news. In 

any case you may be sure that our intrepid correspondents will be keeping their eyes and 

ears open. 


